FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

Performing live during M sur les Quais at la Place des Vestiges at Montreal’s old port this Saturday.

A FRESH RADIO SINGLE FOR TAILOR MADE

FABLE!

''Monday Morning'', is the second single released for radio play this week.
(Montreal, September 2nd 2009) – After a quick pause to film their first video clip directed by Jean-René Grimard and
produced by Disques VivaMusik Records, pop rocks fab five Tailor Made Fable released « Monday Morning », as the
second radio single off their debut album All These Questions released last spring. « Monday Morning » is a rocking
new blue collar anthem with an original twist on a universal subject: the dreaded return to work on Monday morning!
With a meat and potatoes text mining the drudgery of routine, black humor and a partying spirit, Mike Normand delivers a
Rock n’ roll sermon about the fantasies and frustrations we all feel when faced with the inevitable approach of the
unforgiving Monday morning alarm clocks ring!
«You never wanna wake up on Monday morning

You never wanna skip any holiday
You never wanna end up driving down the same old road…»
Completely addicting with its killer guitar riff intro, the tune « Monday Morning » is a bona fide new blue collar pop rock
anthem inciting us to squeeze every last drop of party out of the weekend while waking the eternal adolescent slumbering
in all of us faster than you can click play-repeat on your iPod!
«We only wanna make an exception tonight

An extension of our fair celebration time
We only wanna make an exception tonight
Escape the dreadful 9 to 5…»
So why not escape that dreadful 9 à 5 and join the new TMF’s community on the web at www.tailormadefable.com or on
MySpace at www.myspace.com/tailormadefable.
All These Questions was produced by Oliver Haze with the collaboration of Stef Rancourt (Pascale Picard), mixed in
Vancouver by John Webster (Aerosmith, The Cult, Jonas) and mastered in Los Angeles by none other than Eddy
Schreyer (The Offspring, Avenged Sevenfold, Queen). The album released last spring contains 12 original songs and is
distributed by DEP / Universal Music Canada.
Album in stores and available at : www.tailormadefable.com et iTunes
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